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By Ted Kaye

Major League Soccer has just
approached the City of Portland
asking to license our flag for
merchandising purposes. Despite
the fact that no license is needed,
the city sees the benefit of encouraging correct colors and proportions when reproducing the flag.
The royalty will be $100/year.
Susan Hartnett, of the Office of
Finance and Management, relied
on PFA members to help redefine
the outdated color specifications
in the city code. We consulted
Doug Lynch’s original papers and
other sources to match flag fabric
colors to Pantone Matching System numbers. Once the council
approves the ordinance to authorize the license, Hartnett has indicated a resolve to update the code,
which will also allow correcting a
mathematical error (as hoped for
in VT issue #41, “Updating the
Portland Flag Specs?”).

When the flag is
unfurled, all reason
is in the trumpet.
—Ukrainian proverb

In our March meeting, some PFA
members expressed discomfort
with the aesthetics of the twocolor option, but understood the
requirements of sports marketing.

The Portland city flag with the
Portland Timbers “wordmark”.
Flag colors are: PMS 279 (Blue);
PMS 349 (Green); PMS 1235 (Yellow)
on a white background or with
PMS 11-0601 TCX (Bright White).

The Portland city flag in a two-color
option incorporating the Portland
Timbers colors. Flag colors are:
PMS 350c (Green); PMS 396u (Yellow)
on a white background or with
PMS 11-0601 TCX (Bright White).

If you wish to compliment the editor, or to contribute in the future, contact Ted Kaye at
503-223-4660 or kandsons@aol.com. If you wish to complain, call your mother.
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Flags in Cuba—A Field Report
By Ted Kaye

I recently visited Cuba and saw a
profusion of national flag use—
often as an instrument of political
messaging. Here’s a sampling.

A private flag display on a crumbling
building in old Havana.

A massive flag hangs in Havana’s
Museo de la Revolución.

The flag as artwork at the Muraleando
arts community.

The flag of the city of Havana.
April 2014

Above: the U.S. Interests Section
(without diplomatic relations we
have no embassy). When in 2006 the
Bush Administration erected a giant
scrolling news feed on the building,
the Cubans immediately responded
by placing 138 enormous flagpoles in
front of it, each flying the Cuban flag.

Flags festoon the entrance to a small
revolutionary museum.

Flags fly over the headquarters of the
Catholic Church.

The flag flies over the museum at
the Bay of Pigs.

Professor Avelino Couceiro, a fellow
vexillologist, secured our entrance into
the normally-closed Hall of Flags in
the city museum to see the nation’s
most historic flags.
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Round-Up

Police officers in Cholula, Puebla,
retire the Mexican flag at day’s end.

In 2007 the U.S. Coast Guard
formally re-established a Coastal
Warning Display program at
selected small boat stations which
hoist display flags to warn of small
craft advisories, gale warnings,
storm warnings, and hurricane
warnings.
In 1989 the National Weather
Service retired its nationwide
Coastal Warning Display network.

Eager children visit the flag museum
in Bangkok—home of the
Thai Vexillological Association.

For over 100 years, display
stations at yacht clubs, marinas,
and Coast Guard stations had
hoisted flags, pennants, and
colored lights to warn mariners
of storms at sea. The display
stations were individually notified

by the National Weather Service to
raise the signals and again to lower
them when the hazards passed.
The National Weather Service paid
for the visual signals; however, the
display stations were operated by
other agencies or volunteers. The
program was replaced by frequently
updated telephone recordings and
NOAA Weather Radio.
nws.noaa.gov/om/marine/cwd.htm

Flag Game Strategy
Max Liberman has found a Swedish
on-line flag-guessing game, where
the subject flag is covered by 35
squares in a 5 x 7 grid, and by
exposing the squares one at a time
the player tries to identify the flag
from a choice of four options, exposing the least number of squares.
The game, evidently from MSN,
uses national flags, and although it
is in Swedish, it can provide an entertaining and educational challenge
for anyone with flag knowledge.
In our March meeting, we posed
this question: without knowing the
multiple choice options, in a 5 x 7
grid, which square should be exposed first? Carl Larson proposes
this strategy: Choose the square
three over and two down, which

captures an area
determining a
horizontal or
vertical tribar
and at least two
colors, a possible canton, and
perhaps a large
central charge.
Of course,
knowing the
four potential
options may
lead to different
optimal “first
moves”.
Perhaps PFA
One square determines the answer: Syria.
members and
friends can test alternate strategies
http://bildquiz.se.msn.com/
livsstil/flaggor
for this engaging “lifestyle” game.
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March 2014 Flutterings You Need to Know
In our March meeting, hosted by
Patrick Genna, 9 PFA members
enjoyed a lively evening of flags
and other wide-ranging topics.
In tribute to John Hood, a PFA
founder and the instigator of the
Vexilloid Tabloid, Patrick displayed
John’s casket flag and a small sign.
We welcomed Carl Larson, who
had found us through a flag postcard recently left by Patrick. Originally from Bedford, Mass., Carl
flies the Bedford Flag at his house,
which caught Patrick’s attention.
Carl’s family had a flag business;
he has been in Portland since 2006
working for PBoT and now the
Bicycle Transportation Alliance.
Ted regaled the crowd with tales of
his visit to Cuba (see p. 2), and at
the request of Commissioner
Amanda Fritz led a discussion of
the pending Portland city ordinance
to license the city flag image for
soccer merchandising (see p. 1).

Fidel Castro led the failed attack on the Moncada Barracks, near Santiago de
Cuba, on 26 July 1953, launching the Cuban Revolution. Many versions of this
flag populate Cuba’s political iconography; Ted Kaye acquired this one.

David Ferriday distributed the
latest in his coded-message artwork. He explored the topic of
marine warning flags (see p. 3),
and showed the latest flags he’d
acquired at Goodwill.

version of the black-and-white flag
of the 1812-era Veteran Exempts
militia in New York, and shared the
intriguing flag-art images of
Daisuke Okamoto (see p. 6).

Ken Dale shared his thoughts on
the Union Flag appearing on
Commonwealth flags, and compared the situation to the formerSoviet Commonwealth of Independent States. In honor of the
Statue of Liberty, he sang the
Emma Lazarus poem, The New
Colossus (“Give me your tired,
your poor…”).

A tribute to PFA co-founder
John Hood.
April 2014

Scott Mainwaring brought his son
Nathaniel, who showed off his
Minecraft construction of “Flag
World”. Scott unfurled a modern

Nathaniel Mainwaring has used
Minecraft to create “Flag World”.
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Max Liberman and Michael Orelove
compare proposals for a
Portland city burgee.

Max Liberman showed some proposed Portland city burgees, and
led a discussion of the prospective
referendum on a new flag for New
Zealand, scheduled for three years
out, showing several proposals.
His work on an online survey rating
national flag designs is proceeding.
Michael Orelove also shared ideas
for a Portland city burgee and
displayed Thai flags which his sister
had brought back from a recent
visit. He showed the largest flag
received in his multi-year acquisition quest, an 8-by-12-foot flag
from the American Red Cross
(well-used).
After a discussion of the large
amount of flag-related news no
longer relayed by NAVA, Michael
volunteered to lead a 2-month trial
receiving and forwarding to PFA
members all flag-related e-mail
messages sent to him.

Family flags demonstrate a discussion of heraldic banners by Larry Snyder,
intriguing Patrick Genna.

Larry Snyder gave an insightful
explanation of heraldic banners,
using flags from his family. He
has found a great vendor for 4”x6”
custom flags on an oilcloth-type
fabric, sleeved: deskflags.com
($6 each, 7 days delivery).
Patrick told of the current effort
to change the flag of his home
state of Missouri (Ted described
his interview with Mid-Missouri
Public Radio on the topic). He
detailed his latest Goodwill forays
and the treasures he’d found: a
Grand Union, a New Brunswick,
and a U.S. corporate-logo flag.
He related an incident at Goodwill where he watched another
shopper find a Confederate Battle
flag then disdainfully ball it up
into a wad and push into the
deepest recesses of the flag bin.

Ken Dale and the
U.S. corporate-logo flag.

Patrick Genna and the Thai Buddhist
flag, which he has adopted as his own.
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Flags as “Organic Nationalism”
Thanks to Scott Mainwaring’s
sleuthing, we can appreciate the
work of LA-based Japanese artist
Daisuke Okamoto, 34, who creates
images in fine pen detail, often of
national flags.
Okamoto’s designs contain intricate
detail, often recalling symbols of
the nation represented. The flag of
South Africa, for example, embeds
a soccer player, giraffes, and a map
of the country (note Lesotho).

Okamoto’s website shows the full
range of his art, including sculpture,
shoes, black-and-white and color
drawings, and sped-up videos of his
penwork creating the flags. In the
artist’s large “Organic Nationalism”
series, over 80 national and other
flags appear, all drawn in his own
distinctive detail-oriented style.
Source: okainaimage.com

California’s flag hides a peace sign
in the bear’s eye, an LA Dodgers
logo in the green grass, and the
Golden Gate Bridge and some San
Francisco Victorian houses in the
red stripe across the base.
The flag of Ukraine (particularly
relevant today) incorporates many
national symbols, including Kiev’s
Motherland statue, the country’s
lesser coat of arms, and its patron
saint—the Archangel Michael.
April 2014
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What’s that Flag?
By Max Liberman

What Was that Flag? Answers to the last quiz
By Scott Mainwaring

Can you name these seven flags
and identify the unifying theme?
Answers in the next issue…

Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates

Andorra la Vella, Andorra

Asunción, Paraguay
Amman, Jordan

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Athens, Greece

The theme linking these flags: all are national capitals beginning with the
letter “A”. Kudos to Tony Burton, editor of Australia’s Crux Australis,
for responding first with the right answers. He notes that, in addition, all
comprise a design of rectangle(s) within rectangle(s).
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Portland Flag Miscellany
Staff at Elmer’s confirmed that
the Fire Department project took
some months to complete, requiring renovation of many stations’
flagpoles, multiple shipments of
flags (one had the headers sewn on
the wrong end), and varying sizes—
3’x5’, 4’x6’, and 5’x8’. Backup and
interior flags were also ordered.

By Ted Kaye

Every fire station in Portland now
flies the city’s flag, beside or below
the national banner, and sometimes
with the state flag.
PFA member Marshall Goldberg
has long attempted to sway officials
to consider such a display.

Chief Janssens averred that getting
flags up at over 30 fire stations
took a while, since the massive
order had exhausted the inventory
at Elmer’s Flag & Banner.

While the blue of the stripes is
darker than the official specifications call for, Elmer’s says that this
allows for fading to the correct
shade, U.N. blue.

Fire stations fly the flag: Powellhurst
(#29), Lents (#11), and Parkrose (#2).

Photos: Scott Mainwaring

According to Portland Fire Chief
Erin Janssens, the move responded
to direction from Commissioner
Dan Saltzman’s office. Commissioner Saltzman himself said he was
glad to support the display. His
chief of staff, Brendan Finn, is
reportedly a big Portland Timbers
fan and may have played a part.

Mill Park Fire Station (#7).

We salute Portland Fire & Rescue
and all who have made possible this
big step toward wider display of our
city’s flag. Portlanders across the
city will see their flag flying proudly.
We hope other city bureaus will
consider flying this unifying symbol
of our city.

May Meeting
The next meeting of the Portland
Flag Association will be at 7 p.m.,
Thursday, May 8, 2014, at Scott
Mainwaring’s home: 3433 S.E. 9th
Ave., Portland, Oregon 97202.
See the map at right.
We look forward to seeing those of
you who have missed recent meetings, and hear some new stories, see
some different flags, and engage in
provocative discussion.
If you can’t get to the meeting,
perhaps you can give the editor
something to share with readers.
April 2014

The Vexilloid Tabloid , founded in 1999 by the late John Hood, is published bi-monthly
by and for the Portland Flag Association—Portland, Oregon, U.S.A. Find back issues at www.portlandflag.org.

